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Dear Delegates,
It is my pleasure to welcome you to GatorMUN XVI! My name is Himani Gubbi, and I have the honor of
serving as the director for the Subspace Defense Council. I am a second-year biology and political science
major on a pre-med track. While this combination of majors may seem a bit odd, I have a passion for how
medicine interacts with the public policy and international relations fields, which is how I got interested in
Model United Nations and WHO. I have been competing in MUN since my freshman year of high school,
eventually becoming my school’s head delegate, and in college, I have staffed the Trojan War at GatorMUN
XV and Trojan Olympic Council at FLCS VII. Over the years, I realized my passion for the quick and
interesting debate style of crisis committees. I am excited to put my experience to use in directing my very
own committee, something that I am especially excited for given the timing of the new Super Smash Bros.:
Ultimate game release!
Being an only child, I had to find ways to keep myself occupied, and what better way to do that than through
video games? Armed with a Nintendo DS and Wii, I had no problem spending hours on end playing my
favorite games, namely the Pokémon and Mario series. When Super Smash Bros.: Brawl came out for the Wii
console, I was thrilled to see my favorite characters from multiple games come together and battle it out.
What made me even more excited was seeing them all team up together against evil foes in the “Subspace
Emissary” story mode. The various stories of each of the characters seemed so diverse, but one thing they
had in common was their sense of justice. The interactions between everyone’s beloved villains and heroes
across multiple franchises, which was something never before seen in the Nintendo universe, offered the
audience an opportunity to look past the battling, and see a theme of compromise and teamwork beyond the
fighting.
It is these ideals that I hope to encapsulate through this committee. With the backdrop of an evil force
setting to destroy the world, it is up to the members of this committee to look past their differences and
come up with a solution to save the world as they know it. Each member brings their own experiences,
resources, and abilities to the table, which may influence their views on how to tackle the various crises that
will be presented to the committee. If they want to prevent the destruction of everything they love, the idea
of camaraderie and teamwork should prevail over these disagreements.
Throughout the course of the committee, each member will be responsible for using their resources for
the common good as the destruction of their world falls upon them. Given the diverse range of characters,
position papers will not be required for this committee, but research is encouraged to help understand
each character holistically beyond their abilities. In addition to the descriptions given in this background
guide, I suggest referencing the Super Smash Trophy descriptions and wiki, movesets within the game,
and individual wiki pages for more detailed backgrounds of the characters to allow yourself to become
familiar with the powers you can utilize within committee. I just want to note that the universe only includes
franchises and main fighters included in the Super Smash Bros.: Brawl game and none else, unless otherwise
dictated by committee staff.
I am looking forward to seeing how delegates will use the unique skills and personalities of these beloved
characters and work together to save the world. If you have any questions, feel free to email me at
gatormun@gmail.com.
Best of Luck,
Himani Gubbi
Crisis Director, The Subspace Defense Council

Rules of Procedure
Quorum

A majority of voting members answering to the roll at each session shall constitute a quorum for that
session. This means that half plus one of all voting members are physically present. Quorum will be assumed
consistent unless questioned through a Point of Order. Delegates may request to be noted as “Present” or
“Present and Voting.”
ompany any motion for a Moderated Caucus. In a Motion to Set Speaking Time, a delegate may also specify
a number of questions or comments to automatically affix to the Speaking Time. These designated questions
or comments may also have Speaking Time or Response Time (in the case of a question) limits, but these
are not required. The Director may rule any Motion to Set Speaking Time dilatory. This motion requires
a simple majority. Any delegate may make this motion between formal speakers in an effort to change the
Speaking Time.

Motion to Suspend the Rules for the Purpose of a Moderated Caucus

This motion must include three specifications
a. Length of the Caucus
b. Speaking Time. and
c. Reason for the Caucus
During a moderated caucus, delegates will be called on to speak by the Committee Director. Delegates will
raise their placards to be recognized. Delegates must maintain the same degree of decorum throughout a
Moderated Caucus as in formal debate. This motion requires a simple majority to pass.

Motion to Suspend the Rules for the Purpose of an Unmoderated
Caucus

This motion must include the length of the Caucus. During an unmoderated caucus, delegates may get up
from their seats and talk amongst themselves. This motion requires a simple majority to pass. The length of
an unmoderated caucus in a Crisis committee should not exceed fifteen minutes.

Motion to Suspend the Meeting

This motion is in order if there is a scheduled break in debate to be observed (i.e. Lunch). This motion requires a simple majority vote. The Committee Director may refuse this motion at their discretion.

Motion to Adjourn the Meeting

This motion is in order at the end of the last committee session. It signifies the closing of the committee until
next year’s conference.

Points of Order

Points of Order will only be recognized for the following items:
a) To recognize errors in voting, tabulation, or procedure,
b) To question relevance of debate to the current Topic or
c) To question a quorum.
A Point of Order may interrupt a speaker if necessary and it is to be used sparingly.
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Points of Inquiry

When there is no discussion on the floor, a delegate may direct a question to the Committee Director. Any
question directed to another delegate may only be asked immediately after the delegate has finished speaking
on a substantive matter. A delegate that declines to respond to a question after a formal speech forfeits any
further questioning time. The question must conform to the following format:
Delegate from Country A raises placard to be recognized by the Committee Director.
Committee Director: “To what point do you rise?”
Country A: “Point of Inquiry.”
Committee Director: “State your Point.”
Country A: “Will the delegate from Country B (who must have just concluded a substantive speech)
		
yield to a question?”
Committee Director: “Will the Delegate Yield?”
Country B: “I will” or “I will not” (if not, return to the next business item)
Country A asks their question (it must not be a rhetorical question.)
Country B may choose to respond or to decline.
If the Delegate from Country B does not yield to or chooses not to answer a question from Country A, then
he/she yields all remaining questioning time to the Committee Director.

Points of Personal Privilege

Points of personal privilege are used to request information or clarification and conduct all other business of
the body except Motions or Points specifically mentioned in the Rules of Procedure.
Please note: The Director may refuse to recognize Points of Order, Points of Inquiry or Points of Personal
Privilege if the Committee Director believes the decorum and restraint inherent in the exercise has been
violated, or if the point is deemed dilatory in nature.

Rights of Reply

At the Committee Director’s discretion, any member nation or observer may be granted a Right of Reply
to answer serious insults directed at the dignity of the delegate present. The Director has the ABSOLUTE
AUTHORITY to accept or reject Rights of Reply, and the decision IS NOT SUBJECT TO APPEAL.
Delegates who feel they are being treated unfairly may take their complaint to any member of the Secretariat.

Directives

Directives act as a replacement for Draft Resolutions when in Crisis committees, and are the actions that the
body decides to take as a whole. Directives are not required to contain operative or preambulatory clauses. A
directive should contain:
a. The name(s) of the author(s),
b. A title, and
c. A number of signatories/sponsors signatures’ necessary to introduce, determined by the Director
A simple majority vote is required to introduce a directive, and multiple directives may be introduced at
once. Press releases produced on behalf of the body must also be voted on as Directives.

Friendly Amendments

Friendly Amendments are any changes to a formally introduced Directive that all Sponsors agree to in writing. The Committee Director must approve the Friendly Amendment and confirm each Sponsor’s agreement
both verbally and in writing.

Unfriendly Amendments

Unfriendly Amendments are any substantive changes to a formally introduced Directive that are not agreed
to by all of the Sponsors of the Directive. In order to introduce an Unfriendly Amendment, the Unfriendly
Amendment must the number equivalent to 1/3 of Quorum confirmed signatories. The Committee Director
has the authority to discern between substantive and nonsubstantive Unfriendly amendment proposals.

Plagiarism

GatorMUN maintains a zero-tolerance policy in regards to plagiarism. Delegates found to have used the
ideas of others without properly citing those individuals, organizations, or documents will have their credentials revoked for the duration of the GatorMUN conference. This is a very serious offense.

Crisis Notes

A crisis note is an action taken by an individual in a Crisis committee. Crisis notes do not need to be introduced or voted on, and should be given to the Crisis Staff by sending the notes to a designated pickup point
in each room. A crisis note should both be addressed to crisis and have the delegate’s position on both the
inside and outside of the note.

Motion to Enter Voting Procedure

Once this motion passes, and the committee enters Voting Procedure, no occupants of the committee room
may exit the Committee Room, and no individual may enter the Committee Room from the outside. A
member of the Dias will secure all doors.
•
•
•
•

No talking, passing notes, or communicating of any kind will be tolerated during voting procedures.
Each Directive will be read to the body and voted upon in the order which they were introduced. Any
Proposed Unfriendly Amendments to each Directive will be read to the body and voted upon before the
main body of the Directive as a whole is put to a vote.
Delegates who requested to be noted as “Present and Voting” are unable to abstain during voting procedure. Abstentions will not be counted in the tallying of a majority. For example, 5 yes votes, 4 no votes,
and 7 abstentions means that the Directive passes.
The Committee will adopt Directives and Unfriendly Amendments to Directives if these documents pass
with a simple majority. Specialized committees should refer to their background guides or Committee
Directors for information concerning specific voting procedures.

Roll Call Voting

A counted placard vote will be considered sufficient unless any delegate to the committee motions for a
Roll Call Vote. If a Roll Call Vote is requested, the committee must comply. All delegates must vote: “For,”
“Against,” “Abstain,” or “Pass.” During a Roll Call vote, any delegate who answers, “Pass,” reserves his/her
vote until the Committee Director has exhausted the Roll. However, once the Committee Director returns to
“Passing” Delegates, they must vote: “For” or “Against.”

Accepting by Acclamation

This motion may be stated when the Committee Director asks for points or motions. If a Roll Call Vote is
requested, the motion to Accept by Acclamation is voided. If a delegate believes a Directive will pass without
opposition, he or she may move to accept the Directive by acclamation. The motion passes unless a single
delegate shows opposition. An abstention is not considered opposition. Should the motion fail, the committee will move directly into a Roll Call Vote.
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Lucas

A young boy from Tazmily Village, Lucas’s appearance hides his adept magical abilities. He used to be an
outcast, but the recent events brought him closer that ever to the village. Lucas is gifted in PSI Powers,
including PK Fire, PK Thunder, and PK Freeze. Lucas also has a rope snake, which allows him to tether onto
objects and characters, and he can slightly heal himself using a PSI Magnet to pull in objects. Lucas has the
unique ability to communicate with animals, like his dog Boney, and has weak telepathic abilities. He can
call upon his friend Kumatora in a pinch.

Kirby

A citizen of Dream Land, Kirby has an unassumingly cute appearance. Kirby has the power to suck in the
air around him and float around for limited periods of time to a very high altitude. Kirby has the ability to
inhale his opponents to gain their powers, and can inhale projectiles as well. If he has his opponent’s powers,
he foregoes his inhalation powers, but can only possess the abilities of one character at a time. Kirby owns a
small amount of Superspicy Curry, allowing him to briefly breathe intense fire, a couple of warp stars, which
can rapidly transport him in and out of areas, and one of the dragon pieces, the rest of which must be found
to have a powerful weapon. He is close with Tiff and Tuff, two other residents of Dream Land.

Mario

A handsome plumber from Mushroom Kingdom, Mario has knowledge and talents in the realms of tennis,
medicine, and golf. Mario can use a cape to protect from all projectiles, and a powerful water gun called
a F.L.U.D.D. that can wipe out an opponent for some time. His powers can be changed or enhanced using
his limited supply of power-ups, including Ice Flowers, Fire Flowers, and Mega Mushrooms, which can be
applied to anyone in the World of Trophies. He can call upon his Toad friends to help him in times of need.

Fox McCloud

Fox is the strong and fearless leader of the mercenary Star Fox crew. He is a pilot that navigates an Arwing
and surveys the Lylat System alongside his trusty crew aboard the Great Fox. Fox is very skilled in handto-hand combat, and he’s able to use high tech weapons, such as a Blaster, to fire at foes from range. He
has access to space technology, and he’s also skilled in the use of the Fire Fox ability. One of Fox’s greatest
strengths lies within his team, especially his rival and trusty friend Falco.

Pit

Pit, a seemingly young, winged hero, is an angel who is the captain of the Goddess Palutena’s Army.
Although he is usually a good leader, the kid in Pit can sometimes come out in his sense of humor or
recklessness, but he always does the right thing. Pit is a skilled archer, armed with Palutena’s Bow for the
very purpose of destroying the evil in this world. He is also the keeper of the Three Sacred Treasures, which
grants him powerful abilities like flight, a Mirror Shield for protection, and the Arrow of Light. As captain,
Pit keeps in constant contact with Palutena and can command a legion of Centurions. He resides in the
Skyworld section of the World of Trophies, which is separated by a Sea of Clouds.

Diddy Kong

This spunky little monkey is a lot more than Donkey Kong’s best friend and nephew. Scared yet determined
to get back his lost friend DK, Diddy is prepared to fight for his uncle. Diddy’s small appearance and
seeming lack of muscle is made up for in his extreme agility and speed. He is able to fly short distances using
his Rocketbarrel pack and is armed with two Peanut Popguns and a backpack full of banana peels. Diddy
also has the support of the other Kongs, namely his girlfriend Dixie Kong and his good friend Funky Kong.

Pokémon Trainer (Red)

Hailing from Pallet Town, this young man’s power resides in his bond with his partner Pokémon, and he
travels all around the world to catch ‘em all. Currently, he is fighting with his trusty partners Squirtle and
Ivysaur, and is on the tail of the mighty Charizard, who he hopes to catch to complete his team. Squirtle’s
small body and agility allows for multiple smaller overwhelming attacks while protecting his body in his
shell, with moves like Water Gun, Withdraw, Waterfall, and Tail Whip. Ivysaur’s larger bulk allows for more
powerful attacks, while at a slower speed with moves like Vine Whip, Razor Leaf, Tackle, and Bullet Seed.
Red also has the support of Professor Oak and his rival Blue.

Ike

A strong swordsman from the Greil Mercenaries in Crimea, Ike’s quiet passion marks him as a true hero.
Although slow, he is extremely strong, and wields his two-handed sword Ragnell to perform powerful blows
to his opponent, his signature move being Aether. Starting as the bodyguard for Elincia and fighting the Mad
King for her rightful throne, Ike now has proven to be a powerful warrior among the mercenary group and
still maintains a strong relationship with the now queen.

Zero Suit Samus

Known throughout the galaxies as one of the strongest bounty hunters, Samus Aran works independently
for the good of the universe. Infused with Chozo DNA, she has extreme agility and strength, which allows
her to fight in a quick jabbing style. Her iconic Power Suit has been stolen by some evil characters, and she
is determined to get it back. However, without it, she still has access to powerful weapons like her Paralyzer,
which can also be used as a Power Whip, Jet Boots, and a Gunship which she uses to survey space. Mostly
working alone, she is still in contact with her old teammate Anthony Higgs and Commander Adam.

Olimar

Olimar, captain of the S.S. Dolphin, crashed his ship onto the mysterious planet PNF-404, home to a new
species dubbed Pikmin. He quickly befriended creatures that are grown from Onions called Pikmin. Olimar
can pluck Pikmin from the ground, who then start to follow him around and help him in any way they
can. To date, he has discovered Red, Purple, Blue, White, and Yellow Pikmin, each with their own abilities
and powers when tossed by Olimar. Olimar now has command of a Hocotate ship that can fit him and his
Pikmin.

Captain Falcon

Cloaked in a veil of mystery, Captain Falcon’s past may not be known, but his achievements are. He is
rumored to be a part of the Internova Police Force. A bounty hunter and racer, Captain Falcon is also a
powerful athlete; his fiery kicks and punches known as Falcon Kick and Falcon Punch, while also being able
to use Raptor Boost for a speedy attack. He is the proud owner of the super-fast Blue Falcon ship and has
amassed quite a large wealth from all his F-Zero race wins. He resides quietly on a small island city called
Port Town and keeps in touch with his sister Jody Summer.
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Marth

Prince of the kingdom of Altea, Marth fights with honor for his kingdom and for the good of the people.
Marth is a one-handed swordsman armed with the Falchion blade. He is a nimble fighter and uses his
signature moves Shield Breaker and Dolphin Smash to end his opponents. Marth is born of heroic origin,
being the descendant of the dragon-slaying Anri, and he commands the Altean army in defeating any evil
that threatens his kingdom. Given his current residence in the World of Trophies, Marth left his kingdom
in the control of Talys and can only call upon a battalion to fight on his side. He is married to his childhood
friend and princess of Talys, Caeda, who is also able to fight. He currently lives in the Battlefield Fortress in
the World of Trophies.

Meta Knight

The ex-captain of the Halberd ship before it was taken over by the evil band of characters, Meta Knight
is an honorable yet evil anti-hero to Kirby, but has decided to side with him due to his ship being stolen
by a common enemy. He is a quick swordsman with the ability to fly short distances with his wings. Meta
Knight uses his wings, cape, and sword to deal with quick attacks like the Drill Rush and Mach Tornado.
His Dimensional Cape allows him to teleport short distances and shroud his foes in darkness for a surprise
attack. Captain Vul is his trusty friend also trying to get back the Halberd, but his strongest support comes
from Sword and Blade, who will always stick and fight by his side.

Link

A determined young hero who fights against evil to help those in need, Link is a skilled warrior who
possesses the Triforce of Courage, which allows him to protect the land against the evil Ganondorf. His
fighting style mostly involves a shield in his right hand and a sword on his left, but he is also a skilled
marksman and is adept at wielding a bow. In addition to his fighting capabilities, Link can also use smaller
weapons like a boomerang and bombs. When he is on missions to save Zelda, the mischievous Midna aids
him in getting out of trouble and assists with the rescue, and he has made friends with the Gorons of Eldin.

Yoshi

This gentle green dinosaur is a unique creature whose skills enable him to be good at both offense and
defense. He has a superior jumping ability, which enables him to almost float for short distances. Yoshi is
known for using his long tongue to swallow projectiles and his opponents, either spitting them out to use
against them or laying them in eggs. He can also egg himself and roll around for protection and also as a
weapon. Yoshi has a happy-go-lucky attitude and lives in peace on Yoshi Island with his Yoshi friends, who
can help him in times of need.

Ice Climber Nana

Nana is an ice climber armed with a mallet and an incredible ability to jump high distances, which allow her
to climb high mountains with ease. Nana is joined by Popo, a fellow Ice Climber, and they are inseparable.
Nana can choose to fight alongside Popo for double the hammer power, and she can also cast a blizzard
from her hand and summon chunks of ice to throw at and freeze opponents. Climbing mountains to get
vegetables and eventually catch condors increases their strength. Little is known about Nana, but rumors say
she and her brother have both a green thumb and an affinity with animals.

Lucario

A Pokémon far too strong to be tamed, Lucario’s powers through acute senses are unmatched. Lucario senses
the aura in the environment and is able to track the energy of those around him, including their thoughts,
movements, and feelings for a half mile radius. Lucario can understand human speech and communicates
telepathically. Physically, Lucario uses aura as a mode for hand-to-hand combat, and as a Fighting- and
Steel-type Pokémon, can use Aura Sphere, Extreme Speed, Force Palm, and Double Team. Prideful yet loyal,
Lucario is more of a lone wolf, but has maintained a special friendship with a trainer named Riley.

Solid Snake

Fluent in six languages and with an IQ of 180, Snake is a highly intelligent spy and a man of many talents.
A perfect soldier trained by the government spec-ops unit FOXHOUND, Snake is well versed in a combat
style known as CQC, which is a fighting style that alternates between armed and unarmed combat. Snake is
currently a part of the NGO Philanthropy, aiming to stop all development of Metal Gear weapons, and does
this in tandem with his friend Otacon who he can contact through his codec. Snake has access to high tech
weaponry like C4, hand grenades, remote controlled missiles, and Cypher. He is also an expert in sabotage,
deception, and infiltration.

Sonic

This iconic hedgehog’s speed is unmatched. Sonic can utilize this speed for rapid attacks and enhanced
power, but it is also used to travel vast distances. Although his power makes him a little cocky at times, his
strong sense of justice and desire to be free from all subjugation is noble. Sonic is able to defeat evil thanks to
the help of his friends, most notable being his best friend Tails, who is a master at tinkering and inventing.
Sonic is able to enhance his power for a short period of time using the Chaos emeralds, but their locations
are unknown.

Zelda

Princess of Hyrule, Zelda has magical powers, which allow her to control fireballs (Din’s Fire), cast a shortlived crystal shield (Nayru’s Love), and teleport short distances through Farore’s Wind. Because of her
possession of the Triforce of Wisdom, she is extremely knowledgeable and has very good judgment. If
needed, she can contact her alter ego Sheik, a master spy who is unable to use magic, but is agile and skilled
in shuriken and small weapons. She is also a very skilled musician in wind instruments and singing, which
can come in handy for saving the World of Trophies. She can call upon the Spirits of Light to help guide her
along her journey.
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Introduction

Short Description of the World of Trophies

For as long as citizens can remember, the World of Trophies has been a land inhabited by diverse groups
of people and creatures from various dimensions, ranging from Pokémon to a diverse cast of Miis. As
time went on, certain citizens of the land started to make a name for themselves and started accumulating
notoriety throughout the land, almost like superheroes. To prove their strength and entertain the masses, the
fighters started to take part in organized matches on Midair Stadium. As their popularity started to rise, they
were dubbed the Super Smash Brothers, which sparked from their dynamic matches that included a super
powerful move known as the Final Smash. When a character in the world gets defeated, they are turned
into an inanimate statue form, a trophy as you may, and thus the name “World of Trophies” was born. They
don’t stay in trophy form for long due to their opponents reviving them as a sign of good sportsmanship and
friendly nature fight, but, if not revived, they can stay in that form forever.
The Super Smash Brothers did more than just fight; they protected the peace of the citizens. However, after
some of the fighters mysteriously broke their alliances, the peace of the land was disrupted. Villains started
attacking en masse, causing multiple fighters to split up to protect the world. With the casualties from these
mysterious events increasing, the civilians on the mainland voted to create the Subspace Defense Council.
This team of Super Smash Brothers are tasked with protecting the world from certain destruction caused by
the Subspace Army.

Residence in the World of Trophies

Each of the fighters hold a very prestigious position to be a part of the Super Smash Brothers. Fighters hail
from very different universes, from Altea to Yoshi Island to Dream Land, but they had to give up their
residences in their respective universes to live in a neutral zone, the World of Trophies, in order to confirm
their membership in the Super Smash Brothers. While they can call upon their resources from their universe
to aid them in their journey in the World of Trophies, they cannot go back to the universe they came from
as part of their Super Smash Brothers contract. However, the fighters have always been content in the world
because there are so many places to explore. The World has many untapped treasures and power, which is
one reason why many of the characters’ enemies have come to the land as well.

Key Events
The Great Battle for the Halberd

Meta Knight used to survey the land aboard his massive airship known as the Halberd. One day, as he was
aboard, he was suddenly attacked by a group that went by the name of the Subspace Army. The dark soldiers,
known as Primids, began to attack. When defeated, they turn into dark particles called Shadow Bugs, and
can shape shift to various sizes and wield different weapons. While this army was attacking, and Meta Knight
was trying to protect his ship, King Dedede joined the fight against Meta Knight. Meta Knight was quickly
defeated and cast off the airship. In telling his story to the committee, he is unsure if King Dedede was
working in conjunction with the army or if he happened to attack because of his rivalry with Meta Knight.
Regardless, the Halberd is no longer in Meta Knight’s possession, and it is now being used as a base for the
army.

Rumble in the Jungle

The Jungle is home to many different creatures, but the most iconic duo that hails from there is Diddy Kong
and Donkey Kong. When the Koopa Troop steal Donkey Kong’s hoard of bananas, the pair chase after them
at full speed. Unfortunately, the whole thing was a rouse and Bowser was setup to shoot Donkey Kong with
a Dark Cannon, which turned Donkey Kong into a trophy. Bowser and the Koopa Troop drove off with DK’s
trophy, leaving Diddy alone and with the loss of his best friend and uncle.

Ambush at the Deserted Zoo

Lucas and Ness were on a daytime expedition to explore the nearby Deserted Zoo, when they were
ambushed by their arch nemesis Porky Minch. He was armed in a spider-like machine within the Porky
Statue, and while Ness and Lucas were able to defeat him, they were overwhelmed by the army behind him.
Wario appeared armed and ready to shoot at Lucas, but Ness valiantly took the shot for him. As the army
took off with Ness, a distraught Lucas was left deserted.
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The Beaten Path

As half of the Mario brother duo, Luigi is a very well-loved man throughout the land of the World of
Trophies. He is an Italian plumber that has a knack for getting spooked quite easily. However, this time,
it may have been for good reason; rumors have it that Waddle Dees bombarded him as he was walking
home, and his trophy form has been seen driving around on the back of Wario’s Cargo. Our intelligence is
still trying to determine where King Dedede fits into this equation, but they are almost positive that he is
involved with Luigi’s disappearance.

Mysterious Disappearances

Recently, members of the Super Smash Brothers have been disappearing from the public eye for unknown
reasons. One of the members, Mr. Game & Watch, appears to be away from his home, and is not responding
to any of the calls by the members of the committee. His home on the Isle of Ancients puts him slightly out
of reach than the normal homes of the visitors. Another beloved member of the Brothers, Pikachu, who has
gained massive popularity within the World of Trophies, has also gone missing, with little clues as to who
was the culprit and why, except that its trophy is not with the others. However, with recent events, it seems
clear that these disappearances are in conjunction with the other kidnappings of various inhabitants of the
World of Trophies.

Allies - Missing or Otherwise
Peach: The beloved princess of Mushroom Kingdom, she is as powerful as she is beautiful. She has an
umbrella that allows her to float down from any height with grace, and has control of all the Toads at will.
Peach is an agile fighter and has the ability to regenerate health through eating her peaches. She is a strong
supporter of the fighting force, and, prior to her kidnapping, she was planning on attending the brawl at
Midair Stadium.
Pikachu: This iconic electric mouse pokémon hails from the Kanto region and is known all around the
world for being one of the most powerful pokémon. Don’t let its size fool you, it can strike with powerful
electric-type attacks, including Thunderbolt and Volt Tackle, as well as normal-type attacks like Quick
Attack. This pokémon’s small size allows it to be one of the most agile fighters and its cute appearance
deceives others. Pikachu is also a major figure within the pokémon themselves, and maintains friendly
relations with his fellow pokemon, and his connections can be used for the committee’s advantage.
Ness: Similar to Lucas, although he is a young boy Ness has very a very potent skill set. He is also able
to use PSI powers like PK Flash and psychokinesis in order to move around with ease. Poo taught him an
invaluable skill: the ability to use PK Starstorm. This move can wipe out a battalion in one sweep and will be
invaluable in the war. Unfortunately, his courage allowed him to be taken by Wario.
Luigi: The taller Mario brother, Luigi has a tendency to be easily frightened. His mansion seems to be
infested with them, but after cleaning them out they seem to be his friends. Luigi can command spirits at
will, that is when he can get over his fear of them. He has an amazing jumping ability and can shoot small
green fireballs at will. He is an excellent fighter, and his restoration from trophy form will prove valuable to
the team.
Donkey Kong: This iconic ape is burly and one of the strongest fighters known to date. His incredible
strength allows him to defeat enemies with ease. Donkey Kong has an endless supply of bananas and access

to a large amount of resources that are possessed by the Kong family and has connections all over the world.
His strength of character is invaluable and his lack of presence on the council is a sobering reality.
R.O.B.s: This race of robots were once a part of the overworld of the Isle of Ancients, meaning that
they usually picked a representative to be one of the Super Smash Brothers and attended other diplomatic
events. However, they have recently retreated back to their homeland, the Isle of Ancients, and have been
eerily silent. After repeated attempts to reach out, they have declined all communication and there have been
surrounding rumors of them producing weapons. What they are currently up to is a mystery to all.
Mr. Game & Watch: Another important race that is part of the World of Trophies, one member is elected
to serve as a fighter for the Super Smash Brothers, but they have since mysteriously disappeared. As fighters,
they have an amazing ability to procure weapons from their morphable body matter and they can transform
themselves into powerful animals with their most powerful form being an octopus.

The Subspace Council’s
Fighting Force
The Council’s joint resources are not as developed as a full army as this is an emergency defense committee,
but they do control a small army of Mii Fighters. They serve as voluntary citizens who desire to fight against
the destruction of their land. As a sector of the Subspace Defense Council, they serve as a valuable resource
the committee can choose to expand upon. Through directives, the council can deploy these forces as the
Subspace Army advances, or they can use them as intelligence officials, spies, or researchers. It is up to the
council to delegate their roles given the number of fighters.

Known Enemies
Bowser: This big, spiky fellow has always had an evil streak in kidnapping Peach from
Mario, but his evil deeds in the past were forgotten in his time as a Super Smash Brother.
However, he has recently been attacking his fellow brothers and taking trophies using the
weapons of the Subspace Army. Bowser often resides in his castle and is guarded by the
Koopalings, or the heads of the Koopa Troop, Bowser’s evil armed forces.
Wario:The mustachioed motorcyclist is sick of being compared to the
similarly named Mario. Wario tried very hard to steal Mario’s castle, but after failure, he
decided to live on his own. Desiring a change and a little more power, Wario seems to have
strayed to the dark side by taking some of the trophies of the beloved fighters of the region.
King Dedede: This large and peculiar bird is the self-named king of Dream Land, a place
on the Planet Popstar. He commands an army of Waddle Dees and always carries around
a large hammer. No information can be found about King Dedede after he attacked the
Halberd, but his track record of bad deeds in his kingdom put him as a danger to the
peace of the world.
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Ancient Minister: Not much is known about this cloaked figure, only that he works in
conjunction with Bowser and Wario and that he has been seen from afar controlling the
R.O.Bs. Could this be the reason for their silence?
Ridley: This dragon seems like a brute, but is actually a very cunning
leader of the Space Pirates and the main enemy of Samus. He is always
looking to bring her down, and so it is thought that wherever he is that is where
Samus’s suit is. He was last seen flying to the Isle of Ancients.
Koopa Troop: The Koopa Troop is composed of all of Bowser’s henchmen who guard
his castles and the land. This includes Koopa Troopas and Goombas. They may not be
powerful individually but in groups they can be quite a hindrance. They often accompany
Bowser on his many tyrades.

Important Terms
Dark Cannon: A weapon used by the Subspace Army to forcefully turn fighters into their trophy forms.
Cargo: A type of vehicle that the Subspace Army uses to transport the trophies and move them from area to
area.
Smash Skiff: A floating platform vehicle used by the Subspace Army.
Mii: The typical civilian of the World of Trophies, they are the most populous race in all the land and speak
the opinion of people.
Waddle Dees: A type of small foot soldier controlled by King Dedede.
Shadow Bugs: Mysterious particles that can shift into different forms. Not much is known about them or
where they come from.
Primids: The name of the foot soldiers that are made from Shadow Bugs. They can yield swords,
boomerangs, bows and arrows, and can also shift sizes.

Places to Know

The Swamp: A boggy marsh with a beautiful waterfall, perfect for guerilla warfare.
The Glacial Peak: A meditation place for the pokémon Lucario, it is very high up and can almost reach most
airships. It is very cold and few can weather the blizzards and survive.
The Jungle: A very tropical place that is home to the Kong family and produces plenty of bananas.
The Lake: A beautiful large lake situated in the center of the World of Trophies. It is said that some type of
powerful monster lives there, but it is an unfounded myth told like the stories of Bigfoot.
The Ruins: A maze of ancient civilizations, the ruins is full of creatures that may prove useful to committee
members, including powerful pokémon.
The Battlefield Fortress: Somewhat close to the ruins, the fortress is home to Marth and is quite a stronghold.
Surrounded by the desert, the fortress can hold a lot of weapons and can be a starting point for operations
for an army.
King Dedede’s Castle: The palace of King Dedede; it is often hard to go to without some form of dependable
transportation. It is very luxurious, but few have witnessed its extravagance.
The Dark Caves: A long and winding cave system that blocks the way to Dedede’s castle. It is very dangerous
and has mysterious enemies that may prove tough to conquer.
Midair Stadium: This is a larger than life stadium that, fittingly, seems to float in midair. It can hold a large
capacity for the audience and is often the place for organized brawls between the Super Smash Brothers
in order to entertain the inhabitants of the World of Trophies. Tickets to the upcoming brawl of Kirby vs.
Mario are very sought after.
Isle of Ancients: The home of R.O.Bs; it is a floating island that hovers over the mainland. The Isle is very
developed technologically and these advances give R.O.Bs their resources and weaponry. There are two main
facilities on the Isle:
•

The Research Facility: A seemingly new building, the Research Facility has only been observed
from afar on the mainland. It is rumored to be the testing facility for advanced weaponry and other
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•

technological advancements, and this has left many wondering if the reason for R.O.B withdrawal
from society is due to a desire to wage war. It is said to be the new R.O.B center for all electric and
battlefield innovations.
The Factory: This facility was the place where R.O.Bs would build more robots; however it is unknown
if that is still its purpose due to the R.O.B’s lack of communication.

Other places to note:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ruined Zoo
Skyworld
Sea of clouds
The Forest
The Wilds
The Canyon

Important Points
While all the Fighters have unique skills, contacts, and resources, they are not powerful enough individually
to track down foes and fight them, especially those of the Subspace Army. Each member must work
together with the rest of committee and combine their powers in unique ways to take down their enemies.
The Subspace Army is ruthless and cunning, however their motives for violence and leaders are unknown
besides Bowser and Wario. The committee must not only deal with the incoming threats but unravel the
secrets that lie behind the Subspace Army. The members have a lot of responsibility on their shoulders, but,
by working together, the committee is a strong force to be reckoned with.

Conclusion
The mysterious disappearances and increase in violence throughout the World of Trophies has led to the
citizens creating the Subspace Defense Council. This council is composed of Smash Fighters whose views
align with protecting the peace of the land of trophies. Threats to the land continue to grow, and there
are now rumors that the Subspace Army has plans to detonate bombs around their world, although no
hard evidence has yet to surface. There is a large upcoming brawl between Kirby and Mario coming up in
Midair Stadium, and these rumors are starting to stir fear among the civilians. It is up to the committee to
act quickly and efficiently to find the missing Fighters and protect the civilians from the Subspace Army
next strike. The fate of the World of Trophies and its inhabitants is riding on each member of the Subspace
Defense Council.
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